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All of London is abuzz over the imminent arrival of Wulfric Bedwyn, the reclusive, cold-as-ice Duke

of Bewcastle, at the most glittering social event of the season. Some whisper of a tragic love affair.

Others say he is so aloof and passionless that not even the greatest beauty could capture his

attention. But on this dazzling afternoon, one woman did catch the duke's eye - and she was the

only female in the room who wasn't even trying. Christine Derrick is intrigued by the handsome

duke...all the more so when he invites her to become his mistress. What red-blooded woman

wouldn't enjoy a tumble in the bedsheets with a consummate lover - with no strings and no

questions asked. An infuriating lady with very definite views on men, morals, and marriage,

Christine confounds Wulfric at every turn. Yet even as the lone wolf of the Bedwyn clan vows to

seduce her any way he can, something strange and wonderful is happening. Now for a man who

thought he'd never lose his heart, nothing less than love will do. Contains mature themes.
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The last of the Bedwyn series, and really the best in my view. Poor Wulfric has watched all of his

siblings find happy marriages, and never really believed it was possible for him. He was brought up

with his duties as head of the family, and had to assume them much too young. But he meets his

match here.

The perfect ending to a beautifully written and emotionally healing (for me) series. It seems natural



that the series ends with the head of the family, Wulfric, who has appeared in each of the other

novels, to have his story told as the final installment. I love Mary Balogh's writing style and approach

to dealing with Life's issues. If she wrote it, I'm reading it.

I have now finished all of the "Slightly _________" books and have really enjoyed each one. I

especially appreciated the novel surprise conclusions which the author came devised for each of

the books. My favorite was the last one about the "stuffy" head of the family which included many

laughable moments!

Out of all the "Slightly" books, this one is my favorite. After reading all the books in the series, I was

thrilled to see the toplofty Duke of Bedyn fall in love and finally have his HEA!! Mary Balogh is one of

my favorite authors and "Slightly Dangerous" is one of the few books that I''ve reread over and over

again!!

When a book has this many raving reviews - and you want to give it another one - what can you

really say that is helpful to potential buyers except for: READ IT!It was an amazing story with an

extremely lovable heroine. She was so nice and helpful to everyone but kept landing herself in

trouble because she wasn`t refined and often jumped into helping instead of standing back and

letting someone else do it. This was a heroine you just had to adore.The hero was also someone

you had to love - because he wasn`t lovable at all. He didn`t smile and was very much THE DUKE.

But, of course, as a romance reader it`s amazing to see icy heroes melt with the help of the

heroine.This book is the conclusion of a series and is also tied in with other series but it can easily

be read as a stand alone. I`d not any of the other books in the Slightly-series and only two other

books by Mary Balogh (I`ll be mending that error now, though) and it was not a problem at all.Highly

recommended!

I loved this book. I read Mary Balogh's much praised Slightly series in order, and this, Slightly

Dangerous, ismy favorite; though they are all good. My attention was held from cover to cover. It

may not be quite as intricateas the other books in the series, but the writing is masterful, and the

reader derives a lot of satisfaction from theconclusion of this family series, where the impassive,

undemonstrative head of the family finally falls in lust,then falls in love.

With a wonderfully refreshing heroine and a hero we have loved though five earlier books, this story



is the best this author has written. A perfect plot, great scenes and cast of characters that make for

a book that sweeps the reader along. Never slow, never too introspective or repetitive, and

beautifully tender, this is almost a flawless romance. I wish I could give it six stars

This is the last in the series of the "Slightly---" books by Balogh and my all-time favorite. I have

re-read it many times and this is a reorder because my other copy fell apart. One should read the

others in the series first to understand all of the personalities of each member of the Bedwyn family

who are included in this final story about the head of the family finally attempting to find love. I

consider it a "Must read" but only after reading all of the others preferably in order!
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